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THE TEVATRON

HADRON

COLLIDER

A SHORT HISTORY

Alvin V. Tollestrup
Fermilab MS 3 18
Box 500
Batavia, II 605 10

INTRODUCTION
The subjectof this presentation was intended to coyer the history of hadron colliders. However this broad topic is probably
better left to historians. I will cover a much smaller portion of this subjectand specialize my subjectto the history of the
Tevatron. As we will see,the Tevatron project is tightly entwined with the progress in collider technology. It occupiesa
unique place among acceleratorsin that it was the first to make use of superconducting magnetsand indeed the basic design
now forms a template for all machines using this technology It was spawnedin an incredibly productive era when new
ideas were being generatedalmost monthly and it has matured into our highest energy collider complete with two large
detectorsthat provide the major facility in the US for probing high Pt physics for the coming decade.
As a reminder of how far we have come in the last thirty years, I have included a picture, Figure 1, of the first collider
which was called AdA at Frascati.
Figure 1. Photograph of the AdAelectron storage ring at Frascati about 1961-1962.
It was given to me on a visit to that laboratory by the wife of B. Touschek. It is shown located on rails outside the
synchrotron. and injection was by accomplishedby shinning the bremstrauhhmg beam first on one side where pair produced
electrons w’erecaptured from an internal target, and then repeating the sameoperation on the opposite side of the magnet by
physically moving it so that the bremstrahlung beam hit a target on the opposite side of the machine and positrons were
captured! It was easyto calibrate the number of electrons circulating becauseoccasionally one would hit a gas atom and be
scatteredout of the beam causing a step decreasein the synchrotron light being observedby B photomultiplier. Later the
intensity increasedto more than IO’ stored eIectrons. Such was the fore runner of all the beautiful phj-sits that has come
from the electron colliders!

HISTORY
FFAG

I would like to go back to the start of the 300 GEV machines. A series of useful datesis given in Table 1 to help set the
stage for the rest of this talk.
l&Table = Table 1. Someimportant dates.
YEAR
BNL
OUTSIDE WORLD
CERN
FNAL
1952
Strong focusing
invented.
Cosmotron 3 GeV
1956
LBL Bevatron 6 GeV
1959
1960

PS 24 GeV
AGS 33 GeV

1959 FFAG workshop
at MURA

2
1961

WAG 300 GeV design
study.
RamseyPanel sets
priorities for US.

1963
1968

19X2

TEVATRON comeson
line
TEVATRON Pbar-P
1.8 Tev on-line

1986

In the period around 1960, there was a proposal developedby MURA (Midwest Unhersities ResearchAssociation) for a
large machine that would be built in the midwest region of the US. This group was incredibly productive and inventive and
many ideas for stacking beamsand RF manipulations camefrom this group. The FFAG was a fixed field alternating
gradient machine and is shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 2, Drawings from MURA. The top drawing is a layout of the tunnel and magnet. The lower is a cross section
through the magnet. Injection was at the inner radius and the final beam position was at the outside edge, The sectors
alternated in the direction of the field and protons could travel in either direction around the machine. Note the scaleand
the size of the magnet!
The magnet was composedof spiral sectorswith alternating field direction in which the average radius of the particle orbit
changed during acceleration. This required enormous magnetswith large aperture and the orbits had the unique property
that particles of a given energy could circulate in either direction! The two setsof orbits crossedat a number of points
around the machine. The two beamseach had an energy of 12 GEV and thus the machine could be usedeither as a collider
at 24 GEV in the CM systemto study PP collisions or as a 12 GEV high intensity proton accelerator. Someof the
properties of the design are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2. Someproperties of the FFAG machine.

-Lx
Rnkl
V”,,

vm

Mag. mass
P,,
Em,

htld
RF

88.75 m. Max. good field radius
85.33 m. Min. good field radius
30 cm. Vertical aperhne at injection
15 cm. Vertical aperture at Rmax
24,100 tons Total magnet weight
47,2 MW Total magnet power
200 Mev injection energy
12.5 GeV final energy ...eachteam. 25 GeV CM.
2 Mw total
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In 19.59the MURA group hosted a workshop at Madison to study the properties of the machine and the physics program
that it could support. As part of this study, a group was set up under Matt Sandsto consider a 300 GEV acceleratordesign.
This energy matchedthe 24 GEV CM energy of the FFAG. It is my belief that our hosts thought that such a machine would
turn out to be impossibly complicated and that physics with it would be very difficult.
Sandsacceptedthe challenge and a small number of us blocked out the first rough design of a machine. Sandswas already
acquaintedwith the idea of using cascademachines, and so there was a SOMEV linac injecting in to a low energy booster
which finally injected into the large ring. There was also a subgroupthat was considering possible physics experiments.
An initial concern was that at such a high energy, all of the particles would go into a small forward cone and would be very
hard to measure. However, it soonbecameapparent that this was actually an advantageand that unstable particles would
have all of their decay particles contained within such a cone where they could be easily identified and measured
When we returned to Caltech, there was much discussionand excitement about actually building such a machine. Not long
after, the PS cameon-line at CERN It had been anticipated that there would be very high fluxes of pions and kaons in the
forward direction and this was quickly confirmed This increasedour excitement with respectto a higher energy ring. and
we proceededto put together a serious study. We called ourselvesWAG for Western Accelerator Group. LBL did not join.
but the rest of the universities in Southern California did. We itwited H. Snyder.E. Courant, the Blewetts and got to work.
By 1961, w’ehad blocked out a completepreliminary design. This work was documentedin a seriesof WAG reports that
can now be found in the FNAL History Archives.
The result of this study was to start a great competition lxtwecn the various areasof the country LBL obviously wanted to
continue their push for ever higher energy The FFAG was still on the books, BNL, where the AGS hadjust come on line
and was making its glorious discoveries, was obviously concernedabout its long range future. Caltech had submitted a
requestto the AEC for funding a serious design for a 300 GEV machine but we never received support for further work.
Apparently this type of study was to be done by the “professionals” at the national laboratories. Somedecisions had to be
taken and it was against this background that the RAMSEY PANEL was convened to consider the future course for the US
program. The result was that LBL should proceedwith a large machine, that BNL should consider 1 TEV storagerings,
and that the FFAG was last on the list of priorities, which essentially condemnedit to obli\ion.

FERMILAB
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During the next 5 years, the 300 GEV machine design matured. CERN had developeda coherent long range program
encompassingthe ISR and the SPSand as a result becamean active contributor as well as competitor. Finally the political
hurdles were cleared in the US and Fermilab was started in 1968. The first yety early workshops consideredvarious
possibilities for colliding beams. Indeed Wilson had issuedan edict that the spaceunder the Main Ring was to be kept clear
for a secondmachine in the future! In 1971, the ISR started working at CERN and colliding hadron beamsbecamea reality.
Even more important, the ISR was incredibly productive in advancing accelerator theory, and as we shall seethe invention
of stochasticcooling by Van der Mecr using this machine as a test bed was crucial for the next step!
In this period several additional important things happened. In 1972, BNL proposedISABELLE, a collider with
superconducting magnets. There had also been pioneering work in England on magnetsof this type for use in the SPS,but
the approach was abandonedafter someseminal work and the choice went in favor of conventional iron magnets. The
Main Ring cameon at Fermilab in 1972. and by 1974 Wilson was already thinking of the next step
When the Main Ring started working, the construction project was declared finished but there was some$20 M left over
and Wilson was not one to Ict money go to waste. He proposedto divert these funds to the construction of a higher energy
ring using the new superconducting magnet technology The rationale for it was that il would double the energy and also
due to the low energy loss in the magnetswould actually savepower which at that time was becoming a major expensefor
acceleratorlaboratories,
In the spring of 1975. I left Caltech to spenda nine month sabbaticalleave at Fermilab. In the previous year, some 10 foot
long model magnetsusing a monolithic superconductor had beenbuilt, test4 and failed. An experimental extraction line
from the main ring had been constructedand was in the processof being tested The proposedposition for the new ring of
magnetsat this time was hanging from the top of the concretearch enclosing the tunnel in order to give easyaccessfor
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installation and servicing. Finally, due to the failure of the magnetsusing monolithic conductor. an ambitious program of
building model magnetsonly one foot long had been started. Even at this early stage,Wilson had received several informal
proposalsfor bringing the beamsin the two machines into collision. He askedme to run a workshop on colliding beam
possibilities, and I organized it for early 1976.
Someof the proposalswere rather humorous in retrospect. One in particular from a couple of famousphysicists proposed
operating the Doubler (rememberit was located on the ceiling) at 10 GeV, swooping the beam dox\n and colliding it with
the Main Ring which was supposedto store beam at 400 GeV. However. humor aside, this workshop was crucial for
shaping the future design of the FNAL machines. It becameobvious that the Doubler and Main Ring should be as close
together aspossible in order to be able to transfer high energy beamsbehveenthem or to bring the separatebeamsinto
collisions. Wilson immediately suggestedinstalling the Doubler below the Main P.ing, and was pleasantly surprised to find
that this spacewas completely clear. He had forgotten that he issued an edict when the Main Ring was installed that the
area under the magnetswas to be kept clear for a future ring! From then on, the concept that the new ring would be part of
a collider complex was firmly in place. Figure 3 showsa photograph of a collection of Design Report Covers from the
earliest proposals.
Figure 3. Design Report Covers. The bottom is front and back of a June 1976 report The top right is May 1977, and the
top left is Feb. 1980.
The workshop stimulated and focuseda large effore to define the requirements for a successfulcollider configuration, I
proposed,and wiith the acceleratordivision, carried out the first storageexperiments in a Largeacceleratorring in mid 1976.
A photo of the first store in the Main Ring at’200 GeV is shown in Figure 4,
Figure 4, First store of protons in the FNAL Main Ring. Note the short lifetime!
It also becameclear that many problems would have to be solved if beam was going to be stored in the Main Ring for long
periods of time. The vacuum was not good enough and the peak energy would be limited to about 200 GeV by magnet
heating in the DC mode, In order to focus attention on the special requirements that colliding beam experiments would
place on the configuration of the machines, I started a small group whose goal was to prepare a proposal for a PP
e.xpzrimentwhich would collide the protons from the 200 GeV MR with those of the 1000 GeV Doubler beam. This group
carried out many of the early studies on beam storage,backgrounds, low beta sectionsand detector design.
A secondresult of the workshop cameabout from work that had been going on at CERN and Novosibirsk. In 1974 Budker
demonstratedthat a beam of protons could be cooled through its interaction with a co-moving equal velocity electron beam.
In 1975. Van der Meet had demonstratedstochasticcooling of the beam in the ISR. This led to a suggestionby Peter
McIntyre that antiprotons could be cooled and used for collisions with protons in a single machine. This ultimately resulted
in a proposal from Rubbia, Cline and Mclnme to build a proton antiproton experiment either at FNAL or CERN.
There was intense competitionbetween the groups Finally, on Nov. 11,197X,there was a famous “shoot out” at FNAL in
which Lcderman decided that the first order of businessat FNAL had to be finishing the Doubler, but then the next step
would be to build a proton-antiproton collider which would realize the full potential of the Tevatron to achieve 2 Tev in the
CM system. The FNAL group ultimately becameCDF, and in the meantime CERN opted for immediately pursuing the
antiproton facility that resulted in the spectacularsuccessof ACOL, IJAl, and UA2 We will return later to this subject,
after discussing the development of the Doubler.
ACCELERATOR

SUPERCONDUCTING CABLE
The first problem that had to be solved was to securea reproducible supply of conductor. A large quantity of NiobiumTitanium alloy was purchasedand fabricated into the shapeof rods about 3 mm in diameter and 60 cm long. Wire was
manufactured from theseby imbedding them in a hexagonal shapedrod of pure copper with a 3 mm hole in it. These wre
then packed in a close packed array inside a 25 cm diameter copper pipe, end pieceswelded on and the whole array drawn
to produce a single strand of wire about 0.6 mm in diameter with some2000 individual strands of superconductorless than
10 microns in diameter embeddedin pure copper. At the time, there was no single company with the ability to processthe
large amount of superconductorthat would be required for the Doubler. Kits of NbTi rods and the copperjackets were sent
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to a number of different companies. The s&tic combination of drawing and heat treatment determined the ultimate
current carrying capacity of the strand. Theseproprietary processesbelonged to the individual companiesand were
carefully guarded secretsand there was great competition to produce the best cable.
The cable design chosenhad been worked out at the RIISL for possible use at CERN on the SPS, The Tevatron cable was a
variation on this design and is shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5. The completeTevatron cable is shown and also a single strand that has been etched with acid to remove the
copper matrix. The individual NbTi filaments can be seen. The cable is wrapped in Kapton film for turn to turn insulation,
This wapping also forms a cocoon that protects the wire from exposureheat to generatedby any frictional motion of the
coil.
Before this work. all of the large magnetswere for bubble chambersand had employed a completely stabiliied cable. There
are many considerations that go into the design of the cable, but someappreciation of the problems can be easily derived. If
the superconductorever goesnormal, its resistancebecomescomparableto iron, and hencethe current is immediately
driven into the surrounding copper matrix. If it weren’t for the copper, the joule heating would melt the conductor in
milliseconds! In the caseof bubble chambers.spaceis not at a premium, and a large amount of stabilizer can be placed
around the superconductor. In fact if there is enough, the cooling by the liquid Helium can be suRicient to lower the
temperatureagain to the point where the superconductivity returns. This is a cryostable conductor. However in the caseof
acceleratormagnets,spaceis at a premium and large current densities must be achieved if one is to reach high fields. In
this case.if the superconductorgoesnormal, there is not enough copper to carry the current indefinitely. The amount of
copper usedis just stdlicicnt to limit the heating that takes place while the sensing circuits detectthat there is a malfunction
and take appropriate action to savethe magnet from destruction. The time is of the order of one second.
QUENCH PRGTFCTION
We developedtwo ways to protect the magnetsfrom the abovecatastrophic failure. The first simply usedan SCR switch to
dump the energy from the magnet (of the order of .S megajoulesfor a full scale magnet) into a resistor. This was used only
on test standsfor single magnets, and was not a suitable solution for a magnet in a machine. However it was a crucial step
in the magnet R&D program becauseit allowed nondestructive testing of magnets. Consider next the caseof a magnet in
the machine in which someof the superconductorhas gone normal. An electronic monitoring circuit can sensethis and
short the terminals of the magnet. The quench zone will spreadbecausethe heat generatedwill be conductedalong the
cable and causemore of it to go normal. However such a quench Lone propagatesrather slowly...between 1 and 10
meterisec. Thus all of the energy stored in the magnet will be deposited locally i,n the cable. If this aone is too small, the
temperaturewill becomehigh enough to damageeither the insulation or cable. However, if a large region of the magnet
could be turned normal, the heat capacity of the cable would be sufficient to limit the temperature rise to safevalues. The
solution suggestedby R. Steining and R. Flora involved firing a heater circuit that turned a large section of the magnet
normal. This was the solution adoptedfor the Doubler. A variation of this solution is to eliminate the heatersand design
the magnet so that the quench zone propagatesat a high enough speedto bring a large amount of the winding to the
normal state.
MAGNET FIELD QUALITY
The field inside a two dimensional region is completely determined by the current distribution on the boundary. and if one
could achieve a sinusoidal distribution, the field would be uniform The magnetsof the doubler and all other machines
approximate this distribution using blocks of turns to simulate a current shell. Note that single current shell cut at 60
degreeswill not have any sextupole moment. Furthermore. if it is accurately symmetrical left and right as well as up and
down, the quadruIwle, octupole,.... will all vanish. With two current shells, one has another set of angles to adjust, and the
decapolein addition can be madeto vanish. In the caseof the Doubler, this was consideredto be sutficient to produce an
acceleratorquality field over 2/3 of the diameter of the coil which was 7.5 cm. The SSCmagnet design was pushing the
technology much harder and the good field region occupied a greater portion of the magnet aperture. The design achieved
this goal by using more blocks of conductor in the coil design. However, in the caseof the Doubler, the primary challenge
was to develop factory production methodsthat were capableof maintaining the tolerancesof the order of ten microns on
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the coil dimensions and hence the design was kept as simple as possible, Figure 6 shows the collared coil of the Tevatron
and of an early 4 cm SSCcoil. The current blocks are clearly seen,
Figure 6. A piece of a Tevatron collared coil is shown on the left and on the right is an early 4 cm version of the SSC
magnet. The larger number of current blocks in the SSCmagnet allowed the good field region to be a greater fraction of
the inner radius of the coil. The interlocking collar laminations can also lx clearly seen.
FORCES
The forces within the magnet are very large at full field. In the doubler a typical force on a single conductor is of the order
of 16,000N/meter and in the SSCmagnets several times larger than this. The conductor must be kept front moving both
becausemotion would affect the field quality and any inelastic motion would generateheat and causea quench to occur. It
is easyto seehow sensitive the magnetsare to an external sourceof heat. Figure 7 attemptsto shovvsomeof the relative
quantities.
Figure 7. This figure is an energy content diagram. The line shows the enthalpy of the cable. The heat of vaporization of
the entrapped Helium is 45 mj/cm of cable, but its heat capacity is much smaller and it will absorbonly 0.65 mj for a AT of
0. I X. The elastic energy stored in the coil matrix is about 4 mjlcm of cable. A AT of .05 9( will quench a magnet. A
quench releases500 Kjoules!
The vertical scalegives the enthalpy of the various elementswithin the winding. The line is the enthalpy of the conductor
itself It is very small at the operating point.. .of the order of 0.7 mJ/cm of cable and a slope of 0.2 mJ/degK. The elastic
energy stored in this samevohnne is about 10 times larger, and the heat of vaporization of the Helium entrapped in the
cable strandsis about 45 mJ/cm. Two things stand out and dominate the design of all magnet systems. The first is that
energy depositsof the order of millijoules in a centimeter of conductor can causea magnet to quench. There are many
sourcescapableof supplying this small quantity of energy such as inelastic motion of the conductors or stray beam striking
the magnet, The secondinteresting point is that the main heat sink is the entrappedHelium and this is what stabilizes the
magnet.
When a newIy constructed magnet is first cooled dowi and excited it will frequently quench before reaching the theoretical
predicted field. The secondand third times it will reach a higher field and will asymptotically approach the theoretical
limit. This phenomenais called “training” and has been traced to inelastic motion of the conductor. The first quench
relieves someof the strain and the conductor slips into a more stable configuration so that the next cycIe carries it to a
higher field. This is clearly unacceptablebehavior for an accelerator magnet and the solution to the problem was achieved
by keeping the mechanically applied forcesfrom the support structnre always greater than the magnet forcesduring
excitation, Thus when the magnetsare constructed a large compressiveforce is built into the structure. Maintaining this
compressionas the magnet is cooled is a challenge becauseas the coil in general has a larger thermal exIxuision coefficient
than the stainless steel support structure. This is compensatedfor by increasing the forcesbuilt into the structureat mm
temperatureduring fabrication but there is a limit to how far this can go without crushing the insulation around the cable
and causing turn to turn shorts in the magnet. A major uncertainty was whether or not the information that was obtained
from the one foot magnet program would apply to full size magnets. The small magnetscould be built and tested in a
matter of weeks and did not require large quantities of precious cable. They were a great vehicle for developing the new
technology. FortunateIy the methodsdevelopedfor constructing good small magnetsdid indeed appIy to their bigger
brothers and the nightmare that thirty foot magnetswould train 30 times worse than one foot magnetsnever materialized!
COLLARS
The two problems mentioned aboveof containing the large forces and maintaining the accuracyof the coil were solved by
the invention of “collars”. I dewloped the idea over a Christmas vacation, but did not understand how they could be
fabricated. However this was quickly taken care of by the clever engineers,and the solution has far reaching applications,
The magnet coil needsto be enclosedin a very strong encompassingsteel frame. This is provided by stamping pieces out of
stainless sheetstock and placing them around the coils. An inside portion of the stamping has the dimensions of the
finished coil but has U shapedfingers that extend past the semicircular portion. These legs overlap the adjacent piece and
the whole structure can be slipped over the coil. The compositeis placed in a large press,squeezedtogether and the
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overlapping edgesof the stainless steel pieceswelded along the length of the magnet. The stainless steel conducts heat
poorly so that the welds can be madewithout damaging the coil insulation. The stampings can be easily madeto a
precision of several microns which helps to solve the problem of maintaining an accurate and reproducible coil cross
section, Somestampings are shown in Figure 9.
There was an additional fallout from this work. In order to fabricate the coils, it is necessaryto have large pressesinto
which the coils fit after winding. Their insulation is impregnated with epoxy resin which must be-heatedto cure it. During
this process,the coil must be held in a very accurateform and a high pressureapplied to fix its final size. As the coils are 5
to IO meterslong, it is very difficult to machine such accurateforms from solid material. However the stamping technology
is ideal for forming pieceswith a very accuratelocal profile. Stacking thesepiecestogether on a precessionflat bed and
welding them in place is an easyand reproducible way to generatethis tooling. Furthermore it can be replicated easily.
Figure 8 shows someof this tooling.
Figure 8, (a) Someof the laminated tooling stampings usedfor the Tevatron. Thesepieceswere usedfor forming and
curing the coils. The holes carried pipes with hot liquid to cure the epoxy The laminations are aligned on a precision flat
ground steel bed and welded together to give the require crosssection. fb) The lower photo showsa completedpiece of
laminated tooling for forming the coils.
THE FACTORY CONCEPT
From the start, Wilson had the concept that the magnetswould have to be assembledin housewith as much help as possible
from outside vendors supplying components.There were several reasonsfor doing this. It was not clear what problems
would be encounteredin making somemillion welds that had to be vacuum tight after sutfcring the strain of cool down.
Holes too tiny to detect with conventional technology could still be a disaster when immersed in liquid helium. All the
gassesexcept helium are ctyo- pumped. However, even helium sticks to a 4.5 deg K. surfacewith a very small binding
energy and can be easily knocked off with stray beam....which makesfor an unstable accelerator_but also makesHe leaks in
a cold magnet very hard to find and fix.
The secondreasonfor constructing a factory was dictated by the tight dimensional tolerancesthat had to be maintained
during magnet assembly. The successfulconstruction of a magnet by highly skilled craftsmenwas no proof that a 1000
of them could be built, Thus the “factory” becameour researchlaboratory It occurred to me that the factory could also be
viewed as a box into which raw materials were fed and finished magnetsappearedin the output queue. Immediately the
question of quality control arises and this is provided by measuring the finished magnets The key element in this process
was to develop a method to measurethe field of a finished coil at room temperature. If the measurementmust wait until the
coil is in a cryostat and cooled down it is too late....there is too much delay (too many bad magnetscould have been
produced) and much effort has gone into the complete assembly.
Since the field inside a cylindrical region is completely determined by the current distribution on a cylinder, it is possible to
relate errors in the field to dimensional errors in the coil. The challenge was to make measurementsof the magnet field of
the coil at room temperatureto an accuracy of a few parts in ten thousand. The field is small becausethe coil can only carry
10 amps or so at room temperaturedue to its high resistance. We succeededin doing this with R, Petersand M. Kuchnir,
although this technology was later vastly improved at BNL for use on the SSCmagnets. Thus we were able to close the
feedbackloop around the factory If the multipole momentschanged it indicated somecritical dimension was changing.
The error could then be usedto correct the production processin the factory There is also an important corollary, which is
that the magnet field was directly monitored during assemblywhich moderatedthe needto achieve absolutegeometrical
accuracy. The output of the factory is directly related to what the beam will see!
CRYOGENICS
The cryogenics also required a large extrapolation of existing technology and had a direct impact on the basic &sign of the
magnets. lsabelle was designedwith the iron flux return yoke also performing the duty of supporting the coil. This has the
advantageof having plenty of iron to carry the forces However there were two disadvantagesthat ruled it out for the
Doubler. The first was the concern that available liquefaction plants would take much too long to cool the coil plus the
large massof the iron return yoke down to liquid helium temperatures. This concern was exacerbatedby the fact that
superconducting magnetswere entirely new and it was uncertain how often we would have to warm up to make repairs,
The secondfact was there wasn’t room for the gigantic cryostat and even more important (I believe) it violated Wilson’s
aesthetic senses, Thus from the start, the magnet had its cryostat contained within a warm return yoke, This also meant
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that the iron was operatedin its linear region...an important consideration since the dipoles and quadswere in seriesand
had to track each other over a wide region of magnet fields The various componentsof the cryostat are showi in Figure
10a.
The cryogenic problems were all solved and someof them in a rather elegant manner. in particular the method used for
cooling the coils. Liquid helium under somepressureflows around the beam tube and coils through 16 magnetsand then
goesthrough a JT valve and is returned in a pipe concentric with that containing the coil to the refrigerator. Thus there is
single phasehelium around the coil and two phase helium in very good thermal contact surrounding it. As the hvo phase
flows through the string it changesmore and more to the gas phaseand absorbsheat from the magnet as it goes, This
provides essentially a constant temperaturebath for the magnet coils.
The cryogenic effort was heavily dependenton the Fermilab staff that had constructedthe 15 foot bubble chamber. They
not onlv supplied the cryogenic know how, but also formed the nucleus for training the large crew of physicists and
technicians that ultimately brought the doubler on line. A large central helium plant was built. The technique of
distributing liquid helium and nitrogen around a 6 kilometer ring was solved. Twenty four satellite refrigerators were
designed and build and Lastbut not least the whole systembrought under computer control. The successfuloperation of the
Tevatron cryogenic systemsupplied the basis for the design of the much larger systemsneededin the SSCand LHC.
THE MACHINE
The machine design had been proceeding at a low level during the period when we were solving the magnet problems.
However there were severeproblems with obtaining suEicient funding for the new machine, and Wilson resigned 1978 in
an attempt to increasethe support. Shortly after, Lederman becamedirector in 1979, and a review of the program was
undertaken and a commitment to support a realistic construction schedulewas obtained from the WE.. With the promise
of money and support, the machine design was finalized in May 1979, and the installation under the direction of Helen
Edwards and Rich Grr began in earnest. Although w-estill did not have approval for colliding beams,the machine design
included all of the necessaryfeaturesfor later use in this mode. The construction and installation effort occupied a major
part of the time of almost everyoneat FNAL for over two years and finally on July 3,1983, the machine first reached 5 12
GEV, followed by operation at 900 GEV on Feb. 16.1984, almost 10 years after the initial work started, and six months
after the discovery of the Z at CERN
SUBSEQUENTDEVELOPMENTS
The successfuloperation of the Tevatron had an enormous impact on subsequentmachine development. Successful
magnetsbasedon the Tevatron design have been constructedwith aperturesranging from 4 cm to over 15 cm. Figure 9
showsa collection of the collars for the coiled of someof these magnets. Note the obvious relationship of these to each
other.
Figure 9. A collection of collar laminations for someSC magnetsthat have been successfullyconstructedusing the
Tevatron technology The top is one lamination from a magnet built at KEK with an aperture of 15 cm. The one in the
center of the group is from the Tevatron, and the one to the left is from UNK, aperture 9 cm. The two on the left are from
the SSC4 cm and 5 cm magnetsrespectively. The lower left is from HERA
Although the magnet coil and collars remains essentially the same,there have been numerous developments. One of the
most important hasbeen the improved processingof the superconductorso that the attainable current density is almost
twice that usedin the Tevatron magnets. The secondbig advancecame from the conceptof using cold iron return yoke,
This was pioneered at BNL for ISABELLE. and successfnl1yimplemented at HERA using collared coils and is now
“standard design”. The iron is separatedfrom contact with the coil by the thickness of the collars, and although it goesinto
saturation, it adds considerably to the magnitude of the central field and also helps to support the large forces present in the
high field magnets. The non-linearities can be well modeledby modern computer programs, and power supply technology
has improved to the point that there is now no concern about putting the dipoles and quads on separatebusses. Figure 10
comparesthe Tevatron with the SSCmagnets.
Figure 10. A comparison of the Tevatron magnetsand the SSC. The Tevatron has warm iron which necessitateda cryostat
betweenthe coil and iron. The SSChas exploited a cold iron design. The coil assemblyis essentially the same. The
Tevatron magnet is 15” acrossand the SSCcryostat is about 30” in diameter.
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Finally modern refrigerators can recycle a section of the ring in a reasonabletime if it is necessary It is also worth noting
that the superconducting magnets have proved to be extremely reliable.
Someother new techniques are now being developed. CERN is pioneering the conceptof the two in one magnet which
eliminates the double cryostat that was envisioned for the SSCand also usescoherencebetweenthe two closely spaccd
magnetsto help return the flus and decreasethe amount of iron needed This doesnot come for free as the two rings are
then strongly coupled. It is likely that any future machine will have only one cryostat in order to reducecost. It is not clear
what the post LHC hadron collider design will encompass. Higher field magnets , i.e. greater than 10 T, test seriously the
strength of insulating materials becauseof the very high pressuresneed to confine the conductors. Perhapsthe current
density available can be increasedsomewhat,but it is likely that NbTi alloy is reaching its limit and Nb$n with its promise
of higher Jc remains a very difticult material to fabricate into acceleratormagnets, Finally. at higher fields synchrotron
radiation starts to eliminate the advantagethat protons have enjoyed in the past. There remains much work before a 100
Tev collider can be proposed! In concluding this section, I hope that Ihave been able to describethe scopeof the challenge
that had to be facedby the Tevatron Proposaland how OUTsuccessin meeting it has influenced the subsequentmachine
design.
THE TEVATRON

COLLIDER

SOME MORE HISTORY
I would now like to go back to 1978-1979,when Lederman decided to opt for a scenario that would include the Pbar P
collider after the Doubler was finished and working At this point there was no commitment from the DOE to support a
collider program at FNAL as BNL had been singled out earlier by the RamseyPanel as the home laboratory for a large high
luminosity P-P facility, and indeed, ISABELLE was under intense development at the time. However, the PbarPoption
looked very attractive for us. The energy would be 2 TEV. The early cooling experimenls at CERN had gone very well and
in July of 1978 they had approvedthe construction of a Pbar sourceand the conversion of the SPSto a FbarP collider.
Although it was clear that CERN would beat us to collisions. we had a tirm belief that the higher energy available at FNAL
would open up new physics.
Thus, there was a vigorous detector and sourcedesign effort during the period of magnet developmentand machine
construction. A number of workshops were held at Aspen, and in January 1977, a Colliding BeamsDepartment under Jim
Cronin, who was visiting on a Sabbatical,was establishedto study the detector and expximental area requirements. A Pbar
sourcedepartment within the Accelerator Division. was also created.
CDF
The firm decision for the Pbar-p option led to a reorganization and the CDF Department was formed and given clear
responsibility for developing the BOexperimental area I was appointed head and at that time the group of interested
physicists was rather small and consistedof only 5 institutions. However. by the end of lY7Y_we had twelve different
member institutions. Over the courseof the preceding year, Prof. Giorgio Bellettini form Piss had approachedme and
indicated an interest in joining CDF. Prof. K, Kondo from Tsukuba had shown a similar interest on the part of the
Japanese Both the Italian and Japanesephysicists had an enormous impact on the design of the detector. It becameclear
the technologies available in Japanand Italy would greatly enhanceour ability to build a sophisticateddetector. In addition
we picked up veiy strong support from within the US. Ultimately it was this large support from the community that enabled
us to get funding for the colliding beamsprogram. It was also the first time that US physicists were required to cooperate
on such a large scaleand it was the first time that FNAL manageda project with such diverse participation,
At the start there was a great deal of discussion of the form that the detector should take. Should it be calorimetric as UA2
or magnetic as UAI. If magnetic, which direction should the field point? In thesediscussions,we had a great deal of help
from the electron-positron colliders and by the middle of 1978 we had chosenthe axial magnet field configuration and WC
proceededvigorously with this design. By 1979, we had a preliminary design, but still no commitment of support from the
DOE for fumhng either sourceor the detector!
PBAR SOURCE
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A small proton storagering had been constructedto form a test bed for investigating the electron cooling technique. It was
started in May 1976 as a result of the discussionsat the workshop mentioned earlier. It finally worked in October of 1980,
somewhatlater than the AA at CERN. However it gave valuable experienceto the Accelerator Division and it actually
formed the basis for a preliminary design for a sourcewhich was prepared in mid 1981. Lederman formed a small group of
cxpzperts
to review it before presentation to the WE for funding. The review panel unanimously recommendedthat the
design did not exploit the ultimate capabilities of the Tevatmn, and that it should be much more ambitious in its goals. In
the meantime, the AA had come on line at CERN and demonstratedLxautifidly the capabilities of stochasticcooling, As a
result. a completely new design for the sourcewas undertaken. The electron coaling was eliminated and an additional
“debuncher” ring was put in front of the accumulator ring that considerably increasedthe phasespacedensity of the bunch
before it was pot into the stochasticstacking systemin the accumulator. This was later copied by CERN and is the key to
high intensity Pbar sources. By October 1982, the new proposal was ready, was reviewed and was acceptedby the
labixatory
IT ALL COMES TOGETHER!
By January 1981; CDF had a completedesign for the detector, and the DOE held a review of the project. Many prototype
elementshad beenbuilt and testedwith the support of laboratory funds Both the Italians and Japanesehad committed
manpower and money to the project, and we felt that it was an excellent design. The DDE was shockedby the cost estimate
of about $49 M...a number which nowadaysseemsquite modest, The problem was eventoally overcomethrough a
suggestionof Roy Sch%vitters
who hadjoined as Co-spokesmanin Septemberof the pre\ious )-ear. The idea was to stagethe
detector and have the profile of its capabilities match the ape&cd performance of the collider as it was being
commissioned. This spreadout the impact of the cost over more years, and helped alleviate fears that the project would
bankrupt the US equipment budget. It was also at this time that the laboratory proposeda secondcollision xea at DO CDF
wanted to proceedwith the construction of componentsas rapidly as possible, but the DOE would not let any construction
funds be spent until there was an accepteddesign for the completeproject. Finally, in October 1983 an overall plan and
cost estimatewas acceptedand the Project was called Tevatron I. It included the experimental halls at BOand DO and all of
the necessarymachine componentsto support two collision areas. The detectorswere bandlcd as separateconstruction
projects and were managedby FNAL but with heavy participation by the membersof the collaborations. DO was started
somewhatafter CDF. but is now folly functional as can be seenby the contributions to the 1994 Glasgow HEP Conference.
Each collaboration representsmore than thirty institutions and has over four hundred members. It is a different way of
doing physics and I?n sore was not foreseenby those early workers that built AdA!

CONCLUSION
Finally, I would like to show four results from h&on colliders. The first is Figure 11 and is taken from the work of the
UA2 collaboration in early 1982. This is the first Lego plot of a dijet event shown at a conference.and I hare always looked
at it as start of parton collider physics. It shows in splendid detail parton scattering and was the precursor of all the
wonderful physics that cameout of the UAl and UA2 e-riments.
Figure 11. First Lego plot of parton-parton scattering as shown by the UA2 collaboration in early 1982, (from Physics
Letters 1982, 1188. p 208)
The additional figures are from recent CDF results. Figure 12 shows the inclusive jet cross section vs transverseenergy of
the jet to greater than 400 GeV. The NLO QCD calculation is shown for comparison. The crossectionspansover 9 orders
of magnitude and probesthe high @behavior of QCD. It is the direct descendentof Figure 1l!
Figure 12 CDF inclusive jet cross section vs E,
Figure 13 showsyet another probe of high massstatestaken from recent CDF work showing evidencefor the top. (Phys.
Rev D 50.2966 (1994)) The figure showsthe massreconstructedfmm the selectedlepton plus four jets sample that have a
b-tag. This technique relies on reconstructing massesby using the observedjet energy and relating it to the parton energy
Eventually. with a large sampleof events,this will provide a vety good way to measurethe top mass. It will have internal
checks in that one of the W’s is reconstructedfrom its decayvia light quarks.
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Figure 13 Mass spectrum from CDF lepton plus four jet plus b-tag sample.
I have picked theseexamplesbecausethey all involve measuringjets. Finally, it is interesting to seehow well exclusive
statescan be reconstructed. Figure 14 shows the massspectrum of a B that decaysinto J/psi plus K, where the secondarydecay vertex of the B was identified by the Silicon Vertex Detector and the J/psi and K, reconstxwted from their tracks in
the central tracking chamber. The K. also has a vertex well displaced from that of the B decay.
Figure 14 CDF reconstruction of a B. The decay chain was through J/psi plus a K short The secondaryvertex is from the
B decay and is identified by the silicon vertex detector. The J/psi is reconstructedthrough the ++ p- tracks and the KS
from the large decay distance of the secondaryvertex and the reconstructedmassfrom the i R associatedtracks. In each
casethe tracks are measuredin the central tracking chamber.
The hadron colliders continue to give surprisingly gocd results. The events are remarkably clean and easyto reconstruct;
contrary to the expectationsof somephysicists. It is exciting that the top is so massive.but it would be even more so if there
were somehint of what the scale is for the next level! Perhapsthe LHC will tell us.
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A more quantitative
evidence
for the appearance
of jets
as the total
transver
energy
increases
is given
in Fig.
12. Energy
clusters
are defined
and the fraction
of total
transverse
energy
contained
in the highest
and the two highest
energy
clusters
is calculated.
These average
fractions
are plotted
as a function
of the
total
transverse
energy
ZE . It is clear
that
as CE increases
one or two clusters
carry
most of it.
It should
be emphasized
that
the xverege
number of cells
in a
single
cluster
never
exceeds
5.
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